Fantasy Racer Partners with Clear Channel Entertainment and American
Suzuki to Bring Supercross Fans Their Own Fantasy League
Fantasy Racer launches fantasy league for Amp'd Mobile Supercross Series. The grand prize
for the overall winner is a brand new motorcycle from American Suzuki Motor Corporation.
West Covina, CA (PRWEB) January 7, 2006 -- Fantasy Racer announces the launch of the Suzuki Supercross
Fantasy League powered by FantasyRacer.com. The fantasy league allows you to choose real riders who
participate in the AMP’d Mobile Supercross Series and you score points based on how well they do. Each rider
who participates in the AMP’d Mobile Supercross Series is assigned a fantasy salary and each team manager is
provided a $1 Million fantasy budget to acquire a team of riders.
The grand prize for the overall winner is a brand new Suzuki RM250 and a No Fear gear package. Second
overall will win an “Ultimate Gamers Package” that consists of a 20” Flat Screen Television and an Xbox360 or
PS2. Third place overall will receive a Playstation Portable.
Prizes from Renthal, No Fear, Moto Tees, THQ, and others will also be available to individual round winners.
Sponsorships are still available so if you are interested in sponsoring any of the FRC fantasy leagues please
contact Fantasy Racer.
Fantasy Racer is also pleased to announce that we have partnered with Clear Channel Entertainment and the
Road 2 Recovery Foundation. This new partnership makes FantasyRacer.com the official fantasy site of
Supercross.cc.com, the official site of the Amp’d Mobile AMA Supercross Series. In fact, if you sign up
through Supercross.cc.com Clear Channel will donate 100% of their revenue from the 2006 Suzuki Supercross
League to the Road 2 Recovery Foundation.
Fantasy Racer is a company offering fantasy racing leagues for the motorcycle racing enthusiast at
www.FantasyRacer.com. FRC does not limit itself to one form of racing but instead offers a diverse range of
racing disciplines like Supercross, Motocross, Superbike, Flat Track, MotoGP and others.
For more information please visit www.fantasyracer.com.
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Contact Information
Chris Kawasaki
FANTASYRACER
http://www.fantasyracer.com
626-919-8192
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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